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There are notable differences between maritime ports and the operator services
provided by them. Even more so, differences exist in operator services offered in
different countries. The common element that links the different ports and
operators everywhere however is the increasing competition, which in turn creates
an increasing need to continuously develop the level and range of service offered, in
order to stand out from the crowd of competitors. The operators control exclusively
all the operations that take place inside a port area. Outside the port area, however,
multiple operators are responsible for the actions taken and the range of services
offered varies largely in different ports, according to general customer demand.
The Supply Chain Management has developed greatly during the past years and the
general needs of the customers have become increasingly specified. This
development creates an increasing need for all operators in the business to reevaluate their role and especially the range of services they provide, on the basis of
customers’ evolving needs.
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The theoretical part of the Study at hand focuses on the trends and strategies of the
Supply Chain Management found in the literature. Further, it seeks to pay special
attention on the concepts of service offering, creation of customer value and
competitive advantages, and co-operation in bringing together different phases of
the supply chain.
The empirical part of the Study includes several interviews on representatives of the
different port operators as well as representatives of the logistic and supply chain,
including a representative of one foreign port, Port of Oakland in San Francisco
The aim of the Study is to clarify how different ports are developing their range of
services provided, and in what phase of the process they are at, regarding the
development. The study further aims at mapping out the range of services in
demand, by the customers, as communicated by them to the service providers.
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Satamaoperaattoreiden palvelutarjonta vaihtelee eri satamien välillä paljonkin,
puhumattakaan

tarjonnan

satamaoperaattoreille

on

vaihtelusta
kuitenkin

eri

alati

maiden
kiristyvä

välillä.
kilpailu.

Yhteistä
Tästä

eri

seuraa

satamaoperaattoreiden tarve kehittää omaa palvelutarjontaansa ja tällä tavoin
erottua kilpailijoista. Satamaoperaattorit hallitsevat satama-alueella tapahtuvia
operaatioita ja toimintoja lähes monopolinomaisesti. Sataman porttien ulkopuolella
toimii eri operaattorit ja palvelutarjonta vaihtelee paljonkin eri satamien välillä
kysynnän mukaan.
Toimitusketjuhallinta (Supply Chain Management) on muuttunut viime vuosina
suurin harppauksin ja asiakkaiden tarpeet ovat kehittyneet niin ikään spesifimmiksi.
Tämä kehitys ajaa alan toimijat väistämättä miettimään omaa rooliaan ja erityisesti
omaa palvelutarjontaansa asiakaslähtöisemmäksi.
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Tutkimuksen

teoreettisessa

osassa

keskitytään

kirjallisuudessa

esiintyviin

toimitusketjuhallinnan strategioihin ja trendeihin. Samoin teoreettisessa osassa
käydään läpi palvelutarjonnan käsitteitä, asiakasarvon luontia ja kilpailuetuja sekä
yhteistyötä ja yhdentymistä toimitusketjun eri vaiheissa.
Tutkimuksen empiirisessä osassa on haastateltu eri satamaoperaattoreiden
edustajia sekä logistiikka- ja toimitusketjun edustajia. Haastateltujen joukossa on
myös yhden ulkomaisen sataman, Oakland San Francisco, edustaja.
Tutkimuksen tavoitteena on selvittää eri satamien tapaa kehittää omaa
palvelutarjontaansa ja missä vaiheessa eri satamat ovat omassa kehityskaaressaan.
Tavoitteena on myös kartoittaa minkälaisia palveluja satamien asiakkaat ovat
palveluntarjoajilta kysyneet.
Tutkimusmenetelmä on empiirinen, selittävä tutkimus ja tutkimusote on
normatiivinen.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

Recently, there has been growing interest in research of ports role in supply chain
management.
An increased emphasis on the role of ports to be viewed in the context of
considerable growth of world trade and maritime transportation in particular
(Mangan et al., 2008). Development of the maritime transportation system has
advanced in line with global business evolution. (UNESCAP 2009) Further, economic
growth and freight transportation are closely related, increase in trade changes
structures of production and consumption. It also requires developing transport
infrastructure and service offering to diminish distance between places of
production and consumption.
Ports are facing growing pressure from customers; shipping lines, importers and
exporters, logistics service providers and land owners. (Paixao and Marlow, 2003)
The pressure is originated in globalization, increasing competition between firms,
demand for degreasing costs, and development of transportation systems, need to
accelerate supply chain adaptability and growing degree of uncertainty. Likewise,
the pressure and changes in the business environment force also a port operator,
the party running stevedoring operations, terminals in ports, and receiving &
sending information to various business partners, to react to the changes. Robinson
(2002) suggests ports to clarify their role preferably within value-driven chain.
More, Oliver and Slack (2006) propose to rethinking the port by reconceptualizing
port business model. Further, demand for ports services are changing from pure
need of managing products through the port to various needs of supply chain; costs
minimizing, reliability improvement, added value creation and series of activities
from point of production to point of consumption (Panayides, 2006).
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Several studies have investigated ports role in context of the supply chain. Various
definitions of ports role link the phenomenon to supply chain management. For
example, port as gateways (Notteboom, 2010). Ports are significant nodes of
international trade and members of supply chain. (Carbone & De Martino, 2003)
Ports role as a place of transferring goods from one transport mode to another and
providing a link between maritime and inland transportation; roads, railways and
waterways, does not meet the needs of today’s supply chain. Ports are essential
part of supply chains (Tongzon et al. 2009). Roles of a port operator vary within the
supply chain strategy alignment of the supply chain owner (Mangan et al. 2008).
The objective of supply chain is to maximize the value generated (Chopra and
Meindl 2007, p. 5). Supply chain management approach strengthen ports strategic
role and advance future potential in value creation through process integration and
partnership with other chain members (Bichou and Gray 2004).
The role of port as a phenomenon has been emerging in academic literature since
the beginning 21st Century, reflecting economic growth and rising transportation
needs. The port role discussions focus on universal role of the port sector which
may encompasses for example land ownership, customs, administration of the port
and collecting fees in addition of the operational area in the port. In general,
current literature uses a term “port” which may refer to cover large context of the
port domain or a certain section, e.g. “port operator” However, it is important to
analyze the port operator as a separate entity. For example, port activities are
usually measured by cargo output in the port (Bichou and Gray, 2004). The cargo
output genuinely denotes activities of the port operator carry out inside the port
fences even the used measure illustrates well total activity in the port. In fact, the
port operator perspective is essential for creating understanding of its various
aspects to supply chains. More, the port operator is vital for the supply chain as
cargo movement necessitates their involvement. The essential part of supply chain
is continuous movement of the cargo. Therefore, the role of port operator requires
more attention.
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The focus of this study is the role of the port operator in sea transportation related
supply chain management. This study deals with the port operator’s service
portfolio by analyzing port environment, current service offering, cooperation and
competitive advantage at three major multiports in Finland through the lenses of
the port operator in the context of the supply chain management. In particular the
aim of this study is to discuss possible service development areas in the port
operator service portfolio.

Research objectives and research problem

1.2

The theoretical objective of the study is to help to understand how current service
offering supports and especially how new service development improves the port
operator’s role in the supply chain management. The empirical objective of the
study is to offer practitioners some guiding principles for seeking ways to enhance
the port operator’s role and meet expectations of stakeholder groups by developing
service offering in the supply chain management.
The main research problem is how the port operator can advance sea
transportation related supply chain management in the port environment by
deepening integration between organizations for creating value adding services.
Sub-problems are discussed in the port operator environment:


What is the supply chain management?



Why is service development important for the supply chain management
and how should the development be done?



How does integration of organizations increase value in the supply chain?
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1.3

Definitions

A port called seaport is a place where vessels are loaded and unloaded, this place is
located on seashore. “In general term port referes to waterway connection as it
may relate sea, lake, river, inland waterways or canal locations” (Bichou and Gray,
2005). In this thesis a term port is used to mean seaport.

Port is normally divided in two mamin parts, port ownership with administration
and port operations. Ports are normally owned by local authhorities. Land and
buildings are major properties, which are rented to operators for business use. A
port owner administrates the port and collects different fees from port users. Port
operations include handling of transportation units and loose cargo.
Port operator serves shipping lines, logistic companies and companies importing
and exporting various goods by managing cargo flow in various ways. Another
important service of port operators is manage information flow from customers to
custom authorities, shipping lines, logistic companies and destination ports.
Sea transportation as a transportation mode is important for international trade. A
vessel sails between two or more ports on its route and carries cargo which is
loaded at a port of loading and will be unloaded at a port discharge. A cargo type on
the vessel is loose cargo in various forms or unitized. The loose cargo handling
requires more traditional stevedoring work compared to unitized cargo, which is
moved by machinery efficiently in and out of the vessel.
Multi-leg transportation means a transportation that combines different
transportation modes. As an example of port related multi-leg transportation for a
delivery involves transportation by rail from inland production site to a port, at the
port the delivery is moved onto a vessel. Then the vessel sails to unloading port and
delivery continues by truck to the final destination.
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The delivery lot is discharged from the vessel to the terminal at the port, and from
the terminal after short or long term warehousing, the delivery lot is transported by
a truck to a buyer.
Intermodal transportation refers to freight transport chain moving cargo in
transportation units (containers, semi-trailers or swap bodies) using two or more
transportation modes without handling cargo during transit between shipper and
receiver. (Rutten, 1998) In container transportation, a measurement unit is TEU
(twenty foot equivalent unit) when reporting container handling related events. The
most typical container type is 40 foot steel box container. Semi-trailers and swap
bodies do not have this type measuring unit as containers.
Supply chains have existed since the beginning exchange economy as raw materials
and products have been traded between a seller and a buyer. Antecedent terms
were transportation and logistics on the way to supply chain phenomenon. Supply
Chain Management (SCM) is a way to define, how a company has organized its
acquisition of raw material, production and deliveries of products to customers.
Logistics is a physical movement and warehousing of raw materials and products
from a source point to customers. Further, logistics has to be seen as a motor of the
supply chain according to a role of managing flow of goods. Therefore, logistics is
integral part of the supply chain management (CSCMP, 2011).
Service offering fulfills needs of customers in the port environment. Services offered
are based on customer groups, the shipping lines and exporters & importers
requirements. These services are divided into common services to serve all
customers and the customer specific services. Supply chain development and
environment uncertainty force the port operator to adapt to the changes. A general
way of responding to changes is to develop the service offering for current
customers and attracting new customers. However, supply chain integration
requires the port operator to consider expanding service offering outside port
fences to respond efficiently needs of customers. (Notteboom, 2008)
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Supply chain is owned most likely by a customer who originally initiated the
process. In the supply chain, various actors participate in delivering services, which
are needed to fulfill the customer demand. Therefore, the overall control lays on
the customer even in delivery stages participants manage and transfer information
to previous and following actors in the logistics chain.
Port competitiveness depends on its ability to add value by the services delivered in
the supply chain (Carbone & De Martino, 2003). In the port operator business,
sources of value creation are different operations and services in the port
environment, capability to provide services outside port area, launch of new
tailored services, possibility to handle different type of cargo, flexibility on altering
schedules, capacity to deliver tailored services and collaborative attitude in the
supply chain (Paixao & Marlow, 2003).

1.4

Delimitations

The study focus on a multi-leg logistics route including a sea transport, two sea port
operations and two land transportations between a seller and a buyer in the
business to business environment.
The main focus is on port operations in three major multiports in Finland. Firstly, all
three ports have similar main service offering to customers. Secondly, leading
shipping lines call all these ports. Also, few major importers and exporters are using
all these ports. Thirdly, scale of business activities are large enough to have in place
a clear organizational structure. These three similar points enable to design data
collections logically. Therefore, results of the study are mainly applicable for similar
cases, where volume of operations, high degree of complexity and volatility
demand continuous justification of resources.
This study covers operational part of the port but not administrative parts like port
ownership, regulations and land infrastructure development.
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In other words, activities the port operator is responsible for its customers in the
port are focused. In the literature term “port” is a general term, which may refer
various areas in the port sector including “port operator”. The wording may cause
confusion within readers. However, in this study, the term “port operator” refers
only to port operator and term “port” refers to port environment where the port
operator acts.
As port operator companies may have their own internal SCM structures, this study
does not discuss about those. The focus is on the port operator’s role as a service
provider in the logistics chain.

1.5

Preliminary theoretical framework

Logistics and supply chain management (SCM) are relatively young disciplines.
(Stock, 1997) Therefore, concepts, definitions, rules, theories and principles are
borrowed from other disciplines, mainly marketing and management. SCM research
is partly derived from logistics discipline (Defee et al., 2010) and it resembles
integrated logistics (Mentzer et al, 2008).
Figure 1 presents the theoretical framework of this study. In the context of supply
chain management, changes in business environment necessitate to analyze current
service offering in the logistics part of the chain. The aim of service analysis is to
evaluate, how current service offering meet customer expectations. As a result,
identified gaps initiate developing service offering to update and renew services,
which support the customer’s value generating process. (Grönros, 2007)
Understanding customer needs require awareness of the customer’s business
processes. A direct contact and cooperation create understanding of the
development areas. The service offering development changes the service content
and developed services become part of current service offering.
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Figure 1, theoretical framework
1.6

Structure of the study

The study is divided into five main chapters. Chapter 1 establishes background of
the study. In addition, the research problem and question, also the definitions and
limitations are presented. Further, the preliminary theoretical framework is
introduced. Chapter 2 reviews existing literature of the supply chain management
and logistics, and service management. Chapter 3 deals with the research method
and methodology of doing research. In chapter 4, results of the empirical finding are
presented. Chapter 5 summarizes the findings, presents conclusions and
recommendations.
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2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter will focus on three elements related to the port operator’s service
offering. (The elements are supply chain management, service development for
value creation and integration.) Supply chain is a complex network of linking sellers,
buyers, service providers and authorities in global business environment. (Chopra &
Meindl, 2007) Wide set of services are needed to fulfill various needs on stages
from start point to end point in the chain.
The pressure for facilitating supply chain management effectiveness and efficiency
continues strong. (Stank et al., 2011) A need to develop such areas as functional
integration, supplier collaboration, performance measurement, and information
connectivity remains topical.
A shift from product dominant to service dominant logic (S-D logic) in marketing will
emphasize service marketing, market orientation and relationship marketing
(Ballantyne et al., 2010) In the publications of S-D logic, (Vargo & Lusch, 2004, 2008)
enlighten how value creation is understood. The S-D logic includes value
proposition, customer participation into value creation, competences, relationship,
and use of resources and determination of value. Ports are increasingly integrated
in supply chains. (Paixao and Marlowe, 2003. Robinson, 2002. Panayides, 2006)
Therefore, supply chain orientation will advantage port operators to align their
service offering accordingly. The port operator business is pure service business.
The port operators can benefit their customers by customizing services and
providing value added services. (Tongzon et al., 2009) Further, long term and
cooperative relationship with selected customers improve port operators’
profitability more than transactional approach with customers.
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Supply chain integration can be broadly defined as the extent to which supply chain
members work cooperatively together to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes
(O’Leary-Kelly & Flores, 2002). Further, Flynn et al. (2010) states that supply chain
integration is the degree to which firms strategically collaborate with their supply
chain partners and manage intra- and interorganizational processes.
Demand for better customer service has amplified need for integration between
firms. Further, in recent literature review on reasons for integrations arise of a need
to improve performance of firms (Chen & Pauljar, 2004 and Lynn et al., 2010).

2.1

Supply chain and logistics management

Logistics and SCM as terms in the literature were mentioned in 1980’s (Oliver and
Webber, 1982). Operational model development in firms early 1980’s brought
forward a logistics as phenomenon to organize material flow from the point of
sourcing through firm’s production to the point of consumption. Logistics has been
seen an important competitive factor in manufacturing firms in the area of raw
materials, in-process inventory and finished products. By logistics means,
synchronization material flow based on planned and optimized need, firms succeed
in delivering products to the right place, at right time, in right quantity and quality,
and with optimized costs (Lambert et al., 1998).
In table 1, three most commonly identified theories in the supply chain
management are transaction costs economics (TCE), resource based view (RBV) and
Porter’s framework (Defee et al., 2010). Their analysis of 683 articles of logistics and
supply chain management identified 568 theoretical incidents and 181 unique
theories were recognized. The most common identified theory was TCE
representing 10.4 per cent of theories. The secondly common theory was RBV,
accounting for 8.6 per cent of theories. The third theory, Porter’s framework
represented 3.0 per cent of all theories recognized. All these three theories
represent 22.0 per cent of the research data. The share of rest identified theories
were 2.5 per cent or less in the data.
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Theory

% of incidents

Cumulative % of incidents

TCE

10,4

10,4

RBV

8,6

19,0

Porter’s framework

3,0

22,0

Table 1, Defee et al., 2010, three most common identified theories of logistics and
SCM
TCE is about a firm behavior based on unique value of assets and it is used for
explaining inter-firm governance (Williamson, 2008). Further, TCE is also utilized for
explaining integration (Chen et al., 2009). RBV refers to the firm resources, which
are valuable, rare, imitable and non-substitutable. Those characteristics of the
resources are source of the firm’s sustainable competitive advantage. (Barney,
1991) The firm retains competitive advantage by exploiting internal strength and
responding arising opportunities. Further, avoiding internal weaknesses and
neutralizing external threats the firm maintains sustainability. Porter’s framework,
five forces analysis determines competitive strategy elements in an industry where
a firm competes. (Porter, 2004) The elements are potential entrants, substitute
products and services, bargaining power of buyers and suppliers and competition
among current firm in the industry. The analysis model describes a road map for a
firm, how to choose and implement a strategy for building a competitive and
sustainable advantage.
Most of the theoretical and empirical research of SCM started in middle of 90`s. The
definition of SCM focused on flow of goods, relationship management and a
concept from supplier to ultimate customer (Giunipero et al., 2008). In the
beginning of 2000`s Mentzer et al defined supply chain as ”a set of three or more
organizations directly linked by one or more organizations directly linked by one or
more of the upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances and
information from a source to a customer”.
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Research distinguishes between supply chain as a phenomenon that exists and the
management of supply chain. Supply chain exists as a phenomenon in business,
whether it is managed or not.
Likewise, Mentzer et al. (2001) define supply chain management as “ the
systematic, strategic coordination of the traditional business functions and tactics
across these business functions within a particular company and across businesses
within the supply chain, for the purposes of improving the long term performance
of the individual companies and the supply chain as a whole” The definition
expands SCM from major parties; a company, a supplier and a customer in a
business transaction to cover all organization between and beyond initial parties.
Because there are differencies between supply chains, one common definition of
supply chain mangement does not define roles, functions and processes a way to fit
all firms (Stock et al., 2009). Therefore supply chain management definitions and
set-ups vary from a company to another.
Logistics and supply chain management are intertwined terms. The Council of
Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) defines both logistics and SCM in
2011 as follows: “Logistics management is that part of supply chain management
that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverses
flow and storage of goods, services and related information between the point of
origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements”.
“Supply chain management encompasses the planning and management of all
activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics
management activities. Importantly, it also includes coordination and collaboration
with channel partners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third party service
providers, and customers. In essence, supply chain management integrates supply
and demand management within and across companies”.
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“Logistics management is that part of supply chain management that plans,
implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverses flow and
storage of goods, services and related information between the point of origin and
the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements”.
The definition sees the role of SCM as a body of coordinating and collaborating with
supply chain participants. Logistics have inside the SCM an important role of
working with storing and moving items and offering services to fullfil
customers´needs. Logistics is a motor of the SCM. Without movements of items the
chain does not work. In the SCM`s wider strategic approach, many statements are
addressing to logistics discipline.
Supply chain by nature is a network and focus is the management of relationship.
(Christopher, 2011) High level collaboration with understanding that inter-firm
relationship may be beneficial to participants of the network. Without measureable
and tangible advantages of the co-operation, ability to collaborate diminishes and
cause conflicts. Foundation for the success is a pipeline visibility through network
processes. This needs to share information of all relevant stages.
2.1.1 Supply chain strategy
Lummus & DeMarie (2006) define a strategy of supply chain as follows “Decisions
that shape the long-term capabilities of the company’s supply chain functions and
their contribution to overall strategy through the ongoing reconciliation of market
requirements and supply chain resources”. Strategy is a vehicle to build long lasting
competitive advantage (Lummus & DeMarie, 2006). Firms have to develop core
competencies that create advantages over the competition in market and using
advantages for creating value to customers. As markets are evolving rapidly, most
competitive advantages will not last long. Therefore, core competencies have to be
dynamic in nature for being responsive to changes.
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Supply chain strategy defines what operations, logistics and sourcing have to
accomplish in order to beat competition. The operation strategy should be aligned
with marketing strategy and being in balance with firm overall strategy (Lummus &
DeMarie, 2006). More, supply chain strategy has to be elevated top in the
management agenda. Firms are increasingly sourcing products from global markets.
A trend is to reduce number of suppliers of raw materials and components. Also,
inventories are driven into lower level and safety stocks are minimized. As a result,
supply chains are longer and leaner, and any disruption may cause a situation that
supply chain management is unable to respond to customer needs. Therefore, a
new element, supply chain risk management has to be implemented in order to
prevent disruptions and minimize damages, which may threaten supply chain
performance.
An overall supply chain development has radically increased the role of supply chain
management in firms. As a consequence, supply chain management’s strategic role
is understood in firms.
2.1.2 Supply chain trends 2002
Merriam-Webster’s dictionary defines “trend” as general direction and something
that is becoming more common. Trends reflect fundamental shift on business
practices and are early signs of coming paradigm change Bowersox et al. (2000).
Therefore perceiving weak signs and when those are strengthening, firms should
analyze possible impacts on their activities. Emerging trends may impact remarkably
business environment. Need of new practices arise and current practices anymore
do not fulfil customer needs. Staying in competition firms must adapt to the
changes and adjust their service offering accordingly.
In early 1990’s initiatives of supply chain were warehouse management, just-intime (JIT), third-party logistics, and manufacturing resource planning (MRPII) and
manufacturing execution systems just to quote few as an example. (Anderson &
Delattre, 2002) Objectives were mainly related to improving operational efficiency
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inside a firm, focusing on functional development. Some of the objectives were
misaligned with firm operating models and failed to reach optimal results.
However, most implemented practices delivered remarkable results and increase
firms aspiration to develop operational models. As approaching new millennium,
integration, collaboration and customer relationship became topical in supply chain
management. Anderson & Delattre (2002) recognized five trends in the supply chain
development. These trends below are briefly explained for creating understanding
of possible development directions. Trends are also seen a vehicle of changing rules
of the game.
First trend, “the front end of the supply chain is becoming as important as the
back end in maximizing total economic yield” emphasis on understanding and
responding to customer needs as a part of supply chain strategy.
Historically, firms have focused on dealing with suppliers like logistics companies to
improve performance. Increasing interaction in Web online market places and
growing partnership working model move firms to focus on the front end supply
chain. Understanding and responding customer needs will become important part
of supply chain management. Information sharing and visibility are needed to build
collaborative working model. Also, customer classification and then prioritization in
customer interaction will provide better growth potential than mere profit seeking.
Second trend, “As companies migrate from internal only to extended supply
chains, collaboration is becoming the most strategic capability” demands firms to
develop business processes from traditional function based to divided core and
non-core activities. Firms need to focus on core processes and outsource rest.
Outsourcing increase complexity and requires expanded skills that are divergent to
managing internal processes. Supply chains are complex; inter-firm dealing requires
collaboration between supply chain members.
Third trend, “Assets and functions not core to value delivery will be divested to
specialists that can make more money on them” consider selecting outsourcing
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partner not valuing only lowest bid. Selecting a lowest value bidder is a risk strategy.
Suppliers operating on low margins are less capable to offer same service level as
their competitors.
Also, absorbing costs on low margin production or operation and expecting to make
profit on volume is sensitive for market changes. Business has to be done a new
way with suppliers. Divesting changes fixed costs into variable as reducing fixed
assets such as warehouses and transportation fleet. Further, capacity can be used
only when needed.
Fourth trend, “The greatest margin potential will occur after a product ships, as
service and support become as important as the product itself” emphasizes
importance of additional services for creating value for customers and firms.
Customers are seeking solutions at the expense of specific product or brand. They
increasingly prefer to purchase products including services that will exceed the
intrinsic value of products.
Customers also consider total costs of ownership, when planning procurements.
Responding to evolving customer needs, firms have to build their offering to include
increasingly service elements for maximizing long term profitability.
Fifth trend “The ability to integrate new and innovative capabilities with corporate
business models will drive higher levels of value creation” is about ability to adapt
changes in supply chain environment. A firm competitiveness is more and more
depending on how it improves itself to been able to response changes. Outsourcing
internal functions in firms increase dependency upon suppliers, which demands
close interaction between supply chain members.
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2.1.3 Supply chain trends 2000 and 2012
Another study of the supply chain trends chain has perceived similar trends.
Bowersox et al. (2000) made a landmark study of 10 supply chain trends, which
impact on firms’ performance. Same 10 trends were evaluated in 2012 by
interviewing over 150 professionals to assess changes in the trends (Stank et al..
2013). There is no one common view of supply chain trends. Professionals in firms,
business consultants and academics, all have their own view of the trends impacting
supply chain management.
Perspective and emphasis vary by industry and generally reflect the background and
experience of persons. Next sections will combine these two studies and introduce
updates for trends when necessary.
First trend “Customer service to relationship management” proposes to change
approach in dealing with customers. Traditional customer service is reactively
responding customer needs. Further, the service will be standardized for improving
performance, which leads to acting as one service model fits to all customers.
Internal key performance indicators, for example, in-stock availability and on-time
deliveries believed to be most important subjects for customers.
Standardized, even high level service does not distinguish a firm its competitors.
The customer service needs to be customized for being able to demonstrate
operational excellence and becoming part of customer’s business. A close customer
relationship allows understanding of customer’s business and potential to create
tailored solutions. Further, the relationship enables to identify long term
requirements and facilitates developing multiple customer segment or customer
specific solutions. Measuring customer profitability requires an accurate system to
analyze activity and costs arising of serving customers. Without proper information
of profitability, the customer prioritizing may lead to make wrong assumption of the
relationship.
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Second trend “Adversarial relationship to supplier collaboration” requires firms to
move towards strategic collaboration in relationship with suppliers. Transition
process has been proven challenging as the move requires all partners to adapt
their organizational culture and structure within new set-up. Three elements,
negative aspects, risks and rewards, and trust are needed to be managed. New
relationship changes way of working and creates situations, where previous
operational model may conflict with new way of working. There has to be a
procedure to manage short-term negative aspects, which may be in conflict with
long-term targets. Jointly established shared values and vision promote long term
viability at short term’s optimal expenses.
Collaboration is all about mutual trust between firms. On the other hand, simply
trusting a partner may be risky. Important drivers for collaboration are
commitment, goal congruency and information sharing. Commitment rise from
having firm goal which is widely accepted in firms. The set goal demands
cooperation in various levels in the partnership that vision and values materialize in
daily operations. Also, readiness to align collaboration model accordingly if
significant changes occur in business environment, reinforces the relationship. Real
time information sharing facilitates supply chain integration. Technology is an
enabler to share real time information between participants and plays important
role to increase openness and transparency of activities.
Third trend “Incremental change to a transformational agile strategy” propose
firms considering three elements for changing their ability to respond changes in
business environment. Elements are landed costs scenarios, business modelling and
analysis, and expertise in developing IT systems. Reliable real time information
combined with decision making skills facilitates a firm to navigate through uncertain
times. Agility is seen a combination distinct dimensions of alertness, accessibility,
decisiveness, swiftness and flexibility for responding volatile and ever-changing
market place. Agility as a strategy may continue being a megatrend in future.
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Fourth trend “Functional focus to process integration” states that integration is still
the most challenging opportunity in businesses. Firms tend to consider integration
upstream to supply base or downstream to distribution channel. However, lack of
cross functional integration inside firms generates conflicts and competition
between functions. Reasons for poor integrations are traditional operating model,
performance measurement, supply chain strategy alignment, company culture and
tools for running operations.
Firms typically are organized into functions for creating value to customers. When
focusing on functional excellence, priority is to advance the function instead of firm
wide processes and interfaces between functions.
Also, metrics are built for measuring functional performance without connections to
cross functional performance. Further, goal setting distinguishes functions each
other. For example, procurement is seeking to reduce unit cost by optimizing lot
sizes which may increase raw material inventory. In contrast, production is aiming
to improve flexibility and responsiveness with low inventory levels and repeated
manufacturing lots. As a result, functional metrics may increase conflicts between
functions.
Fifth trend “Absolute value for the firm to relative value for the customer” is about
measuring performance. Since previous survey, firms have invested on
sophisticated tools for measuring supply chain efforts.
Previously, performance measurement has been labor intensive, often kept on
manual spreadsheets and no linkage to the firm’s strategy. Today, developments of
firm wide ERP-system have improved data availability for measuring end to end
supply chain processes.
In order to support supply chain strategy, firms need to establish a framework to
encompass all organizational levels. Instead of measuring an individual function,
metrics must measure gross-functional actions.
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Also, responsibility and decision making power have to be shared between
functions. For example, inventories are established for supporting sales. Therefore,
sales have to be responsible for the inventory not supply chain management alone.
Metrics have to be established to measure flows into aspired goals.
Commonly used internal year over year comparison may give a wrong impression of
current situation. An external comparison is needed to ensure understanding, how
competitors are performing. Metrics might be manipulated to avoid seeing a
function in negative light in case of one mistake in a good period. Therefore,
measurement process has to be built to prevent data manipulation. Four elements
of improving value creation are cross-functional accountability, driver-based
metrics, goal setting and ensuring reliability of reporting systems.
Sixth trend “Forecasting to demand management” emphasizes importance of
integration between demand and supply to achieve a robust business plan in sales
and operation planning. However, the integration has been proven elusive as
reaching the goal requires collaborative organization culture, robust processes and
effective information systems.
An enabler of the demand management is availability of end user demand data,
which is a result of increasingly using scanners in distribution channels. Lack of
analytical data mining tools has hindered expanding to use data for supply chain
purposes. Demand forecaster’s use of sophisticated data mining tools may identify
causal patterns of demand. Such tools become more useful as promotions are
essential part of marketing strategy. Tools support for creating understanding
customers behavior in various distribution channels. The results of demand
managing process is a guess and in some degree wrong. However, information
availability of historical demand added with insight of future demand changes will
improve to match supply to meet customer demand.
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Seventh trend “Training to knowledge based learning” encourages transition from
functional logistics role to supply chain expansion to end-to-end processes outside
the firm. Today, the supply chain leader is part of executive team as supply chain
influence 60 to 70 percent of firm’s total costs. Also, inventory of products and
service aspects connect leaders tightly to customer service in addition of
cooperation with suppliers. Requirements in the supply chain function have
changed significantly in new millennium. Competences needed in worldwide
business requires new skills like global orientation, cross functional understanding
in the firm, leadership skills, awareness of IT-technology development for
supporting daily operations and excellent business skills. Attracting and hiring
talented people is critical for building world-class supply chain. A talent plan will be
part of strategy of improving supply chain competitiveness.
Eight

trend

“Vertical

integration

to

virtual

integration”

will

increase

competitiveness of firms, when moving to use third party material and service
suppliers. In the vertical integration model, capital investment requirements and
hierarchical organizational structures prevent proactive reactions on uncertain
business environment. Virtual integration enables reducing prices and costs of
personnel, and increase knowledge. On the other hand, virtual integration increases
risks such as supply chain disruption, costs and quality variation and requires
investing in relationship management to have control and influence over
cooperation.
Outsourcing has most visible manifestation of virtual integration. Especially goods
manufacturing has moved to low costs locations and low logistics cost have enabled
distant production places.
Also service outsourcing, especially IT-system development, including consultant,
designing and operating systems have grown remarkably since turn of Century.
Further, customer contact centers and human resource tasks are moved to
specialists on the areas. Technology integration has been a key driver for integrating
virtually service suppliers.
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Outsourcing has grown in parallel with supply chain strategies. As costs are rising
and risks increasing, advantages compared to near home production diminish.
When re-examining a production location’s using total costs perspectives, results
may provide opportunities to move some operations to home country. Labor costs
in outsourcing location are rapidly increasing, Oil price has a strong connection to
transportation costs and supply chain risks are growing. Also, intellectual property
respectability declining and quality issues of products are in favor for insourcing.
Still, right time, right place and right price are valid for creating value for customers.
Ninth trend “Information hoarding to information sharing and visibility” discusses
information sharing in the supply chain. Sharing strategic and tactical information
among partners and suppliers improves supply chain performance. Traditional oneto-one way of sharing information between firms does not response today’s
demand.
Data distribution requirement is one-to-many and many-to-many. Further,
collaboration in global business environment requires real-time access to reliable
data. In other words, integrated enterprise solution enables cross-enterprise
planning and execution. Three key issues are noticed; big data, data quality and
supply chain network breadth. These will be addressed in order to reach full
visibility and one source of truth in the supply chain.
Tenth trend “Managerial accounting to value based management” is transition
from managing numbers to managing value creation. Firms have progressed of
using value based management method, which improves understanding of
integration between internal and external activities in value creation.
Shift of budget originated, function focused metrics and year by year comparison to
measuring performance based on overall value created to the firm has expanded
understanding of supply chain management potential to grow shareholder value.
Value based management approach is seen beneficial to identify and steer activities
that creates value another way than revenues and costs calculating methods.
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Supply chain performance measurement has to be built using activity based costing
approach to measure performance across functional areas.
Supply chain excellence is vital for most firms as supply chain controls 60-70 per
cent of costs, its processes are important for providing product availability and it
manages remarkable part of the firm’s physical assets. Further, supply chain
management improves working capital and cash flow that may leads to grow profit.
In order to fully utilize profit potential, top management must include supply chain
management on its agenda. A supply chain strategy is prerequisite to have a
discussion with top management. Also, managers in supply chains have to use same
language in dialogue with the firm top management. Potential of value based
management in supply chains still exists. The supply chain can be seen an important
driver for creating shareholder value.
Following the trends keep firms in competition but setting bar high and innovate
beyond current practices, and it will provide a competitive advantage in
competition.

2.1.4 Supply chain management and marketing as key elements of value
chain
One of the supply chain management’s starting points is seeking integration
between supply and demand within and across companies (CSCMP 2011). Then,
ultimate target of supply chain processes is to contribute value creation for building
competitive advantage (Christopher 2005). Major activities in value chain can be
divided into two groups; primary and supportive activities. (Porter 2004) Primary
activities are inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales,
and services.
Supportive activities include infrastructure, human resource management,
technology development and procurement. In intra company integration, it is
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essential for SCM to understand marketing perspective also. (Madhani, 2012) An
effort to make silos lower in firms has advanced integration between SCM and
marketing functions.
However, SCM and marketing often operate independently towards own objectives.
Generally, SCM aspires to optimize supply focusing on costs and marketing pursues
to optimize demand with focus on revenues. Integration of SCM and marketing may
provide more flexibility to satisfy customer demand and increased value for the
firm.
According to (Madhani, 2012), drivers for integration of SCM and marketing are
growing needs and expectation of the customers, globalization, intensifying
competition demands to lower prices, standardization of products and service, and
invariably shortening product life cycles. Customer retention has become tough in
the fluctuating market demand as customer expectations about quality, innovation,
price and service requirements have increased multifold. Enhancing functional
integration and collaboration between SCM and marketing improves demand and
supply processes in the firm (Madhani, 2012).
Marketing insight may increase understanding of customer requirements as
marketing is first and foremost responsible for customers. Value of marketing
information is valuable to SCM. Market demand information for a period is vital
that SCM is able plan deliveries to meet unique need of customers. Especially, in
case of sales and market promotions, inadequate information will jeopardize a
campaign if SCM does not deliver marketing promises. Identifying and responding
to customer demand, adjusting inventories and exploiting arising opportunities in
the customer interface demand rigorous integration of the SCM and marketing.

2.2

Service offering development for value creation and competitive advantage

Service offering development is a process, where set of firm’s resources interact
with the customers for creating ways to support customers’ daily activities and
processes in value-creation way (Grönros, 2007).
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Ports including port operators have been seen slow implementers of new concepts
for serving customers (Paixao & Marlowe, 2003).
A structural approach is needed to develop innovative services for current
customers and also for acquiring new customers. Benchmarking a new product
development model may advantage to build a service development process to find
sustainable position within supply chain and an operational effectiveness when
performing operations.
In value creation, a dominant logic of the exchange of tangible goods has shifted
away and moved towards exchange of intangibles. (Vargo & Lusch, 2004) Service
dominant logic penetrates in marketing to expand from traditional view of
commerce, marketing and exchange to a larger perspective of creating value.
Service dominant logic rejects the distinction between goods and services but
rather consider the relationship between them. (Lusch et al., 2006) They state that
“service is use of human resources for the benefit of another party”. The logic states
that customers participate in the co-creation of value. (Ballantyne et al., 2011)
Sharing resources, and integrating with suppliers and using skills and knowledge
jointly in their value creation process are important part of the service dominant
marketing logic.
Customers do not use or consume products or services as such but the benefit a
product or a service provides them when using products or services. (Grönroos
2007) Only use of a service creates value. Without a customer there is no value.
Therefore, value has to be shared between the firm and the customer. For seeking
competitive advantage, customer relationship and service offering are crucial parts
of service management.
2.2.1 Service definitions
Services are usually seen in literature as a process or outcome of the processes,
even a combination of previous. Zeithaml & Bitner (1996) propose “Services are
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deeds, processes and performances”. Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons (2004) states
“Service is a time-perishable, intangible experience performed for a customer acting
in the role of a co-producer”.
Grönroos (2007) defines “A service is a process consisting of a series of more or less
intangible activities that normally, but not necessarily always, take place in
interactions between the customer and service employees and/ or physical
resources or goods and/ or systems of the service provider, which are provided as
solutions to customer problems”.
Some characteristics arise in services. First, service is an intangible experience but
may include tangible elements in the service delivery. Second, a customer
participates as a co-producer one or another way into service process. (Grönroos,
2007) Third, services are often used and produced simultaneously. Fourth, services
cannot be stored until they are needed, therefore a fluctuation in demand is
challenging to manage. Finally, service value assessment in the service process using
tangible evidence is often difficult.
2.2.2 Value in marketing
Value as a term in marketing is not new. A definition of value has evolved in
markets from standard combination of quality and price to a concept of value to
include wide set of customer expectation such as convenience purchasing, after sale
services and reliability. (Treacy & Wiersema, 1993) In firms, value is not based on
trying to meet all customer expectations but focusing on limited amount of value
disciplines.
Treacy and Wiersema (1993) propose focusing delivering customer value on
adopting one or more of the three models; operational excellence, customer
intimacy and product leadership. Operational excellence is briefly defined as
providing reliable products or services at competitive pricing with purchasing
convenience. Customer intimacy refers to segmenting target markets and tailoring
offering to match demand of the segments. Key points in customer intimacy are
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generating knowledge of customer and fulfilling needs rapidly with customized
products or services. As result, a customer loyalty grows. Product leadership is
about offering customers ultimate products or services, which consistently enhance
user experience and making rivals’ comparable offering obsolete.
2.2.3. Value creation
One definition of value creation is giving something valuable to receive something
else that's more valuable to you.
The creation of value is often thought of as a fundamental cornerstone of the
management discipline (Albrecht, 1992; Alderson, 1957; Anderson and Narus, 1999;
Doyle, 2000; Drucker,1974; Woodruff, 1997). Moreover, it is often argued that it is
the role of marketing to assist the provider in the creation of value for its
customers, value that is superior to its competition (Tzokas and Saren, 1999).
In the management literature, many authors have approached customer value as an
organizationally directed concept, in which the question of the value of a customer
to the provider is addressed.
This dictates a focus not on the creation of value for the customer but on the value
outcome that can be derived from providing and delivering superior customer value
(Payne and Holt, 2001). As Payne and Holt (2001) argue, the major potential
weakness of this approach is that it considers customer value only from the stance
of how much value can be derived by a company from its customers; equally, the
value delivered by the company to the customers needs to be considered.
‘Customer value is a customer's perceived preference for and evaluation of those
product attributes, attribute performances, and consequences arising from use that
facilitate (or block) achieving the customer's goals and purposes in use situations.’
(Woodruff, 1997).
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First, that a provider can only propose a potential value to the customer. This is
because realized value is determined subjectively by the customer, realized in the
use experience and is an evaluation of the benefits received against the customer’s
resources invested to realize them. Therefore, it cannot be objectively determined
or delivered by the provider in isolation (Vargo and Lusch, 2004:2008).
Second, to propose superior value offerings, providers must consider the customers
realization of value in the use experience. By setting the boundary of value as that
which is merely a product or service delivered by the provider misses the
understanding of the contextual nature of value within the customer’s space which
could aid providers in the proposition of superior value (Vargo and Lusch, 2004,
2008; Ng et al., 2009).
2.2.4 Competitive advantage
Competitive advantage is understood as a value creating strategy which is not
implemented by any current or potential competitor at the same time.
A company is said to have sustained competitive advantage if it has a value creating
strategy not simultaneously implemented by any current or potential competitors
and also the strategy is impossible to duplicate by any of the competitors (Barney et
al., 1989). A definition of sustained competitive advantage does depend on the
calendar time that a company is having a competitive advantage (Jacobsen, 1988).
Forexample Porter suggests that sustained competitive advantage is a competitive
advantage that lasts a long period of time (Porter, 1985).
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2.3

Collaboration and integration in the supply chain management

There are two main things that participate into the process of customer service and
gaining competitive advantage in Supply Chain Management: integration of the
virtual organisation into the business model, and co-ordination of the influx of
money, material and information (Stadtler & Kilger, 2008). CSCMP (Council of
Supply Chain Management Professionals) is an international organisation founded
to advance the flow of information and research regarding the Supply Chain
Management. CSCMP defines a virtual organisation as inter-organisatory cooperation that transcends the boundaries of one single organisation, changes its
composition constantly and works towards mutually set goal (Council of Supply
Chain Management Professionals, 2013).
Successful integration with awaited results is determined by intense co-operation
and resourcing of different functions of different organisations, both regarding
planning and co-ordination of the processes. On the practical level it must be
recognized that the external integration includes strategic co-operation, virtual
organisations and management beyond organisational boundaries. Especially
important in terms of co-ordination is proper use of information technology,
process-orientation and production planning (Stadtler & Kilger, 2008).
2.3.1 Customer relationship, trust and customer service
A strong effective factor towards customer relationship is how service provider – in
the case of this study the port operator – knows how to show its ability and
willingness to develop services according to wishes of the customer. From the point
of view of the customer, who completes the job remains less relevant than the fact
that the responsibility to develop the service is with the provider (Handfield, R.B &
Bechtel, 2002).
Mutual trust in the co-operation between the customer and the port operator is the
most effective factor in creating the customer relationship.
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Port operator must be able ensure that the partnership within the supply chain
remains directly with the customer, even if the work is done by sub-providers.
Value for the customer is being created through improved supply guarantee and
ability to respond to customer’s expectations, and often also by enabling faster
delivery time. From company viewpoint, internal customer service between
different functions evolves as well, considering the fact that education of the staff
and general co-operativity are being improved.
Companies which are vertically integrated or virtually integrated, show not only
improved productivity through more effective purchases, use of resources and
logistics, but also increased autonomy the work horizon, information sharing and
more unified target setting (Fawcett, et al., 2008).
Regarding the control of the supply chain, increased relevance may be seen in
approaching customers, handling chosen mutual development projects, additional
services easily applicable into productizing (e.g. unloading, loading, organizing the
goods). It has been noted that the ability to respond to sudden unexpected
situations on organisational level is being improved when the supply chain
operations have been systematically enhanced (Fawcett, et al., 2008).
2.3.2 Customer service, Integration and cooperation
The port operator offers a lot of services, especially for larger facilities. The wider
the window for co-operation, the bigger and more profound models of service have
been created to benefit both the operator and the facilities. These service models
are for example pre-named contact persons (KAM), assistance in hazard situations,
reachable 24/7, at best. With non-stop transportation it is important to get
assistance, when needed.
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More complete understanding of the customer’s needs, on all levels, is important
and it deepens the relationship towards the client. As it follows, lot of time and
effort is spent to achieve this. Through a trusting relationship, it is possible to gain
long lasting customer relationships, some of which taken even to the system level.
Important issues, regarding the functioning of the service from customer’s point of
view and for the customer, are the shipping standards, improved processes of
container loading and elevated sorting standards in multiports (Notteboom T, et al.,
2020).
System-level integrative processes and borderlines are essential as well. Same
information is being transmitted all the time yet nothing is being actually redone.
The process proceeds by having the customer to send a message, specifying the
details of the shipping, for example to Germany. The whole supply chain proceeds
electronically via different parties. Same operator takes advantage of the message,
completing the tasks indicated in the message.
Afterwards, shipping process moves on to the next level, involving the ship
companies. When the ship reaches the destination, also the information of the
shipped goods has arrived .
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3

METHODS OF RESEARCH

A research must be practiced by using a method. Selecting an applicable method
and following it through the research process, the selected method ensures quality
of the research from the beginning to the end. Research design is also about various
underlying logics of collecting data from the real world and how that data is
interconnected to theoretical world. (Lee and Lings, 2008) Further, research design
is a road map and guides a researcher through stages of the process (Hirsijärvi et al.,
2009).
The research method used in this study is based on Robert Yin’s (1991) case study
methods.
The method has three parts, figure 3, Multiply-case study method (Yin R, 1991);
design, single-case data collection and analysis, and cross-case analysis. In the case
study research design, five components have important role for doing research
(Ibid):


a study question



its proposition, if any



its units of analysis



the logic linking the data and the proposition



the criteria of interpreting the findings

These components will be discussed later on under relevant topics in this chapter.
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Figure 2, Multiple-case study method (Yin, R., 1991)
The design part of the method includes developing theory, selecting cases, and
designing data collection protocol. The design as a whole creates frames for the
research, how to select cases and how the data of the research objects are
collected. The develop theory section discusses and links the relevant theories to
research topic. Purpose of the select cases is to find and select research object for
data collection by screening suitable candidate cases. Designing data collection
protocol is about preparing a researcher for carrying the data collection and taking
into consideration skills, preparations and protocols of doing actual research.

3.1

Research methodology

A research strategy is a collection of principles and selections for managing research
process on theoretical and practical levels. The role of research strategy is to guide
a researcher through the process. The research objective is to increase
understanding of the port operator’s role in the supply chain management and how
to improve the role in the supply chain. In order to make this happen, the
qualitative research method has been used in this research. When we want to
increase knowledge, research is the methodological and systematical process of
obtaining information for analysis. (Amaratunga et al. 2002).
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In detail, qualitative research aims to create understanding, interpret and construct
a concept of the research phenomenon. (Pihlaja, 2006) Different frameworks
provide different ideas for examining collected qualitative data. It’s important to
realize, that the nature of qualitative research is always unique and tied to a
situation. That is why the understanding of context is important to detect.
Qualitative research helps to examine how the phenomenon is in rapport to its
environment.

3.2

Data collection method

The case study research was selected gathering information. The data has been
gathered mainly using Yin’s multiply-case study method (Yin, 1991). The data
collection method is depending on the case and research problem (Lee and Lings,
2008). The data has been collected person interviews using qualitative methods on

face to face sessions.

Table 2, List of interviewed persons
Interviews in Finland were carried out during April and May 2012. An interview in
USA conducted in January 2012. Persons interviewed were from major Finnish
multi-port operating firms. All of them have an executive position in the firm.
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Three persons were interviewed from port A, two persons from port B and one
person from port C In addition, two customers using of all those three port
operators services were interviewed to shed light, how services offered meet
customer expectations. Moreover, a port owner D administrating and renting
premises for seven port operators in the port was interviewed of port operators
role in the North America. One person of a container shipping line E was
interviewed about stevedoring operations in ports. Also, one person of Finnish
manufacturing industry firm F exporting products through those major ports was
interviewed about terminal operations and documentations in the ports.
The interview started by introduction of an interviewer and an interviewee. An
overview of the research was presented using few slides to familiarize interviewees
of the interview process. Then confidentiality was agreed that any interviewee
cannot be recognized of coming research results. A coding method was applied to
prevent recognizing interviewed companies and persons. The Finnish port operators
were coded using block letters from A to C, US Port operator using block letter D,
The shipping company with block letter E and manufacturing company on block
letter F. Persons were coded using numbers from 1 to 9. Linking the company and
the person, require using both, letter and number. Also, permission to use audio
recording was agreed that the interviewer can concentrate listening interviewee
instead of writing all time notes of the interview. However, some notes were taken
to build a general picture of the interview session, which ease analyzing research
material.
Language in interviews was Finnish as all responders in Finland are Finnish speaking
persons. Only the US port operator has been interviewed in English language. All
recorded interviews have been transcribed for analyzes and further processing
purposes. Single transcribes, notes and secondary data, create altogether material
for empirical findings.
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An empirical data has been collected by recorded in-depth interviews using four
topics; port environment, service offering, cooperation and competitive advantage.
In-depth interviews often go off-track and open interesting angels and examples.
(Lee and Lings, 2008) Furthermore, respondents’ answers come from their own
experiences, feelings and opinions, which may reveal tacit information as
respondents are given a freedom to discuss topics the way they like.
Port operator role research perspective is strategy related, which helps
management to evaluate current situation and select direction to accomplish a
company strategy.
Need analysis, theoretical trade-offs and methodical ground together create a
wholeness of a research.

3.3

Reliability and validity

In general, reliability and validity formulate quality control of the research.
Reliability denotes repeatability of the research procedure delivering same findings
and conclusions of the case when repeating it again (Yin, 2008). Further, purpose of
the reliability is minimizing errors and biases in the study at the phase of data
collection.
Validity is all about, how well the research measures what it has been designed to
measure (Metsämuuronen, 2011). The validity has two dimensions, internal and
external. (Yin, 2008) In the data analysis phase, internal validity mainly concerns
explanatory case studied. In descriptive case studies, results are difficult to identify.
Possible tactics ensure quality are building explanations, addressing rival
explanations, matching patterns and using logic models. The external validity
measures, how the study finding are generalizable across studies (Metsämuuronen,
2008; Yin, 2011). Case studies are criticized being poor basis for generalization as
samples are aiming to generalize to greater environment.
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Data analyzing method

3.4

The data gathered in the interview sessions have been distributed into categories
based on the initial interview plan. There are four main categories; Port
environment, Service offering, Cooperation and Competitive advantage. Under the
main categories, there are four to five questions of every category. Total amount of
questions are 18 research questions. The data was analyzed using excel tables.
The main conclusions of the study can be divided to four different subjects;
-

Port environment

-

Service offering

-

Cooperation

-

Competitive advantages

Those four subjects are explained out in the chapters from 4.3 to 4.6.
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4

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

This chapter elaborates on interview findings by defining a business environment
where port operators act, services they offer to their customers, cooperation with
other actors in port environments and sources of competitive advantage for
maintaining and improving their position in the competition of customers.

4.1

Overview of the seaports

Finland has 48 seaports working on international sea transport (Liikennevirasto,
Ulkomaan meriliikennetilasto, 2017) most remarkable seaports in Finland are
Kilpilahti, Helsinki, HaminaKotka, Kokkola, Rauma, Raahe and Naantali. Eight largest
port share of the total volume is 80, 6%. Rests of the 40 seaports are dedicated for
special services.
This Study has been focusing on three Finnish seaports; Kotka, Vuosaari and Rauma,
which are the most important Finnish ports. Below, a list of Finnish ports
(Satamaliitto/Finnish Port Association, monthly stats, 2020). This Study excludes
Naantali and Sköldvik as they are mostly serving as oil port. Kokkola port is
responsible for one product (pellet). Vuosaari port is found under the name Helsinki
in Table 3.
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Table 3, List of major ports of Finland
Compared to Finnish ports, the Oakland port differs significantly in its functions
from them. Oakland port has specialized purely on container shipments whereas in
Finnish ports containers are not only shipped but also unpacked.
As for the focus of the Study, the main interest lies on how a global major port
differs on its function model from the Finnish major ports.
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4.2

A port operator’s field of operations

In the figure 3, port operator role in the supply chain and logistics chain, a port
operator will be placed in the big picture of Supply Chain Management. Supply
chain management is an end to end environment where a supplier fulfils a
customer’s need. Logistics is a motor of Supply Chain; actions are taken in the
Logistics chain to deliver goods from a supplier to a customer. The port operator
interacts between a shipper and a shipping company; both are customers of the
port operator. The port operator manages physical cargo handling on vessels and
on shore. Also, managing information is important part of the port operator’s work.
In addition, as ports are import and export nodes in a country, port infrastructure
owners will gather fees of international business based on information produced by
the port operator, who in practice charges fees from customers and render to the
port owner account.

Figure 3, Port operator role in supply chain and logistics chain
Depending on the length of sea leg and cargo types, the sea transportation mode
varies between lo-lo-, container- and ro-ro vessels. Traditional lo-lo vessels carry
bulk type of cargo either long or short distance routes.
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Stop times at ports for lo-lo ships are longer compared to vessels carrying
transportation units as handling requires more manpower on stevedoring
operations.
Container vessels carry containers from long distance destinations, like from Asia to
Europe. Some EU countries are served by ro-ro vessels carrying a truck & trailer
combinations or trailers alone between sea ports. Unitized sea transportation
modes are carrying transportation units, which minimize cargo handling in the
delivery chain between shipper and receiver. Cargo is loaded at a shipper’s
premises and unloaded at a customer’s. Inside Europe, particularly in the EU, as
distances are short, the container transportation is replaced by truck
transportation, as major share of the cargo crosses country borders through land
borders without customs formalities.
Unitized transportation, like containers and trucks & trailers, has grown
outstandingly in consumer goods transportation mainly for two reasons.
First, as production capacity has increased in South-East Asia and two remarkable
consumer markets, Europe and North America are served by containers as shipping
lines offer extensive service in route and schedule point views, damages for cargo
are minimal in containers and containers can be moved fast and fluently by trucks
from container ports to customers. Second, road transportation is fast, reliable and
costs effective transportation mode for goods necessitating precise and frequent
deliveries.
The unitized transportation development has directed ports focus from handling
break bulk cargo to handling transportation units; containers and trailers. Further,
transportation units are commonly moved outside port fences and unloaded in
terminals where value added services are provided to customers as port have not
been able to offer this type of service.
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Traditionally, ports in Finland have served limited number of customers, who
transport remarkable volume through the ports.
Large importers and exporters, mainly manufacturing companies and wholesalers,
have direct connections to port operators. Logistics service providers have served
their customers, either large or small by combining individual shipments into
substantial cargo flows. Three major cargo ports in Finland are Helsinki, Kotka and
Rauma. These entire ports handle conventional, Roro/Storo and container cargo. In
all these three ports, main owners have been manufacturing industries and shipping
lines to ensure competitive port services for their own cargo. However, over the
time ownership of port operator has changed.
Structural changes in business environment since new millennium have forced
owners of port operators to review their portfolios. The Financial Crises since 2008
impacted remarkably on volume flow through ports in Finland. Total volume
decreased about 20 % compared to previous year. As a result of falling volume, port
operators have responded the situation by adjusting their capacity to ensure their
existence on the market.
This Master’s thesis work concentrate on the port operators’ role in the supply
chain management in the Finnish context. The research is mainly done through the
logistics service provider’s lenses. Case studies between three major multi-ports in
Finland with face-to face interviews and literature review have been carried out in
order to create understanding of the port operator’s role in the supply chain
management. In addition, two types of customers, a shipping company and a
manufacturer were interviewed to expand perspective. Further, one interview has
been done of an US West coast port operator to shed light a port operator role in
United States of America. Also, secondary sources as public reports and company
web pages were used for gathering information.
Four elements, figure 4 below, were considered with attention in researching the
port operator role. Port environment defines a physical area where the port
operator carries out its operations. It also outlines stakeholder groups the port
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operator deals with. Further, the port environment set limits, what kinds of
activities are allowed to performed in the port.

Figure 4, elements used to review port operator’s role

Service offering creates a base of value creation and revenue for the port operator.
Services encompass both, tangible product handling and services which are needed
for satisfying needs of importers and exporters. The service offering is one
important element of competitive advantage, how the port operator can separate
oneself from competitors.
As the port is a node, where cargo will switch from one transport mode to another,
involvement of several service providers is needed. Cooperation between
participants enables a constant movement of the cargo without delays. Also,
logistics development has led companies specializing in certain type of services,
which increased amount of service providers. Further, connections are one to many
instead of one to one. This necessitates networking and managing the network.
Service offering and cooperation with the port location in the country enable
creation of service package for customers. Total service offering must include
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elements, which are vital for a customer’s supply chain management. Further, when
vital elements are rarely available, those can be considered as competitive
advantage.
The research subject, a port operating company enables to collect survey material
from a relevant number of participants in the supply chain. In sea connected supply
chains, several companies participate in producing services needed in a supply chain
from starting point to end point. Sea related logistics in the supply chain serves
customers at port of loading and port of unloading. In logistics, serving a customer,
actually, it is the customer’s customer being served.

4.3

Port environment

All three interviewed port operators in Finland offer typical services as stevedoring
on vessels, terminal handling and forwarding assignment for their customers on sea
ports. Also, ship’s agency service to shipping lines may be included into service
package. (Person 4) Sea routes based on a customer needs, create a base for
competition between port operators.
Growth of container transportation globally shifts way of working from loose cargo
handling to handling transportation unit in ports. Traditionally in a port, there is one
port operator, who dominates major share of operations or even producing alone
all services in the port. Stevedoring Union is strong negotiating party towards
employer and affects significantly operational efficiency.
4.3.1 Main competition between sea routes and transport mode change
to containers
Container shipping lines are calling to ports, where import and export cargo are
available on decent terms. Drivers on shipping lines point view are in general cargo
volume in import and export, customer specific cargo volume, customer
commitment on certain volume for a contract period, freight level, port operators’
service level and costs of handling operations with flexibility and agility. (Person 8)
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Ocean vessels carry cargo between European major container ports and Ocean
container ports using large vessels on established and scheduled routes.
Ocean vessels cannot call to Baltic Sea ports due to their size. Instead, feeder
vessels carry containers between Baltic Sea ports and European major container
ports. These vessels have several ports to discharge and load containers. This way of
operating enables collecting low number of containers from various ports and
discharge containers to hubs in European ports.
Most important element of selecting port to call is related to volume. Without an
adequate volume, shipping lines do not establish a connection to a port. Most
optimum volume includes import and export volume in balanced division that
empty container movements are minimized on the network. If a port is lack of
empty containers for cargo, shipping lines will bring empty containers from other
ports. However, a volume offered by a customer allows shipping lines to create
service if a customer gives a commitment for certain time period. For example a
shipping line is positioning from Continental Europe 7000 empty containers only
export loading in Finland (Person 8).
A competition impacts remarkably on port operator profitability. “Field of
competition is intensive and large, there are common misconception that there are
no competition between ports but it is false. In ports there is competition within the
port, between Finnish ports and between routes” (Person 4). “Competition today is
rather tight and narrow stream of good are split about between 20 substantial ports
and almost 50 minor ports” (Person 2). “There is competition between ports”
(Person 1).
Sea ports confront competition from three different angles; sea route competition,
competition between Finnish ports and competition in a port. Sea route
competitions on Baltic Sea prevent port operators increasing their service prices.
Since collapse of world economy in 2008 cargo volume has decreased remarkably.
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Changes on global economy will impact on port business area and may change
competition between ports.
The mode of transportation has changed. Traditionally, heavy industry used bulk
carrier mode. Here the shipment is being unloaded in ports and moved into the
terminals. The goods are being loaded directly into the ship or into the containers.
Containers are the main focus here. The amount of containers has increased and
mostly they are being loaded in the factory. The items are not physically moved, but
the containers.
A container volume has increased year by year in Finnish ports. The container is a
real global transport mode. Large container lines have extensive network of ports
and scheduled transports between ports (Person 1).
The main mode of transportation has changed. Handling the goods happens less
often and mostly it is about moving the containers. Traditionally, heavy industry
used bulk carrier mode. Here the shipment is being unpacked in ports into terminals
after which the goods are being loaded directly into the ship or into the containers.
Containers are the main focus here. The amount of containers has increased and
mostly they are being loaded in the factory.
Table below (table 4) shows change in container shipments 2015-2019 (Suomen
Satamaliitto/Finnish Port Association, stats, 2020).

Table 4, TEU statistics in major Finnish ports
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4.3.2 The port operator dominates in a pot
In each three ports there is one port operator clearly in dominating position.
Together these control ca. 80% of the ports. The common element for these
operators is that they operate on all three areas of services that are of most interest
to the customers: import, export and storaging. Sub-contracting concerns functions
such as washing and repairing the containers.
4.3.3 Stevedoring Union’s role in the port
The union has still an important role regarding any work in the port area. However
large differences between the ports, each has a strong connection to the union
(person 8).
The port area is traditionally strongly influenced and controlled by the union and it
remains as the eventual body of decision making inside the area. In the port, the
union determines all work that take place inside its area. Outside the gate of the
port, work can be completed which is not allowed by the union inside the port area.
Union determines obviously the working and off-duty –periods but sometimes even
the assignments and roles, who can be assigned to each work and how many
persons are needed to each assignment (person 4).
The union can by its own decision even force a full stop on all action inside the port
area, which actually has happened for example in 2008. (person 8). The power of
the unions has nevertheless been narrowed down during the past years, and its grip
on its own members is not as strong as it used to be. For example during the strike
in 2008, employees of the Port of Helsinki continued to offer their services to the
shipping companies, loading and unloading vessels and moving containers into cars
and ships. (person 8) “In Helsinki stevedores may be more aware and understand
that offering service to the customers is the only way to

maintain the

competitiveness of the port and secure the jobs”, says person number 8.
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The change in employees’ relationship towards the union happens slowly, however.
The change of staff in ports is typically on low level which means that old habits and
patterns die hard, being not replaced by new ones due to natural course of change.
Technical development in stevedoring makes work easier and employees can
continue longer in their assignments. The new technology further replaces
manpower directly, which means that new opportunities are rarely opening in the
ports.
4.4

Service offering

Basic service offering includes all services available for customers which enables
cargo flow through port area in import and export. The range of service available to
the customers has widened up quickly during the past years. Port operators are
more ready to offer customed services to single customers, usually made available
by sub-contractors.
4.4.1 Major services and stabile customer croups
Main service offered are simply loading and unloading and storaging the shipments.
Further services include building up the loads for the transportation units.
Regarding unloading the shipments the most important factors are price, time and
avoiding damage. Stevedoring requires careful documentation, precision in
handling the goods and avoiding damages on the shipped items.
Regarding the volumes, handling the risks is essential, they can’t be fooled around
with. Biggest volumes come from forest and steel industry, trade, and further from
shipping companies and ships that move the shipments. Biggest companies have
made a commitment to reach certain monthly and/or annual volumes. Target
volumes usually come with wide range and failing to meet is sanctioned. For the
most important companies, the ports hold key account manager positions who
make sure that the customer promises are met.
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4.4.2 Service development and customer ownership
With ongoing development in digitalisation, the shipments and the items can be
detected all through the transportation. However the most important service
elements have remained the same, only increased in volumes. Port operators aim
at increasing slice of the value chain. As an example, the port operator may be
travelling long distances inland to bring the items to the port.
The question of customer ownership involves the stevedorer, shipping company,
destination company, hence being an important question. The port will have its grip
on the customer first, then the shipping company. Overseas, again the port
operator will catch on the customer, after which the delivery must be made for the
end customer. Who then owns the customer; will the decision making process
happen on terms laid out by the shipping company? Any model with one single
decision making body/company, with mutual shared interest in its consideration,
would probably be the best solution - quite likely a model to grow in the future.
With full interest in achieving full profit on each part of the value chain, for each
service provider, a mutual trust is difficult to preserve.

4.5

Cooperation

Today’s trend is not performing all assignment itself but create cooperation
between firms, where a partner performs part of the service needed. This way of
working enables firms to develop own core competence areas.
4.5.1 Level of cooperation
Co-operation between different parties in Finnish ports is on very low level, largely
due to the strong hold of the union on the ports, and stiff decision making. In the
background, union obviously has a need to secure its own position. As long as the
union has a strong grip on all functions inside the ports, it will also have a strong
hold on matters concerning individual workers.
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Moving outside the port gates, the situation is completely different: co-operation
happens on much wider level. It is quite common to have separate port-related
ecosystems developed in the surrounding areas, to provide services for the port
customers, on a wide range of functions.
Based on the interviews, there is lot to improve in Finland here. Many of the
interviewed raise issues which are based on the lack of co-operation. New business
models can be created on the basis of having these issues solved. Commercial port
operators are guaranteed to be ready for further co-operation also inside the ports.
Which means that time consuming and costly transportations of containers from
and to port area could be avoided.
4.5.2 Outsourcing
Port operators’ customers outsource all the functions involved in export and import
to the port operator. In reality, this means producing all documentation for example
regarding export. Hence all the paper work is being outsourced to the operator, by
the customer. Unloading the containers and further sorting of the shipments is
increasingly common service, easily to be outsourced to the operator.
4.5.3 Hinterland service development
The port operator handles the deliveries from the factories to the port area and
places them into containers or platforms, which means that less parties are involved
in the value chain. Transportation company and stevedores are no longer needed
when the port operator takes care of everything. The inland services of the port
operators are a mode of service offered to the customers by the port operators.
Here the service provider delivers the cargo outside the port area – for example to
the company facility where sorting and loading into the container on the behalf of
the customer takes place. This is provided in this way mainly due to the AKK –
union's action to raise the prices of any work inside the port area.
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4.6

Competitive advantage

Comparing the competition advantages of different ports, usually a focus is laid on
the location of the port, its capacity and its prices compared to the competitors.
Based on the interviews, the first impression regarding the differences in
competitive advantages among the ports appears to support what is stated above.
The interviewees further raised an issue concerning the flexibility of the port
(persons 1, 2, 4). By flexibility is meant the ability to adjust to the individual
situations regarding loading times, especially regarding late loading.
Also based on the interviews, the model of forming port pairs is laid out as one of
the main competitive advantages. Port pairing is a reference to a model where two
ports are forming a single service provider unit. Hence able to focus on certain type
of cargo or transportations or on transportations of certain line of business. Ports
involved in port-pairing can further arrange a regular route for deliveries, for mutual
benefit.
Further, based on the interviews, no port is holding a superior position in terms of
competitive advantage.
4.6.1 Location as a competitive advantage
Location of the port is obviously an important competitive advantage. By location
the reference is made to the location from maritime transportation’s angle, but also
to the location as an inland location.
From maritime transportation viewpoint, an important factor is obviously the set
distance from the start point, but in maritime traffic, and especially in Finland, only
so much weight is put on this factor. More importance is laid on the routing: the
properties of the route leading to the port, its depth, comfortability and facilities
and space in the port’s pool area.
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By inland location is referred to the location of the port from the viewpoint of the
land transportation. The time impact of the delivery, price and condition of the
roads leading to the port, as well as the additional services provided in the close
proximity of the port, such as storages are given attention to, according to the
interviewed.
4.6.2 Port pair business model
Port pair business model refers to an entity formed by two ports, aiming at
providing more tailored services to their customers. The ports interact closely in
order to develop and provide services.
An example is set by the interaction developed by the Port of Vuosaari and Port of
Travemunde, Germany. Focused on transporting units, mostly trailers, but also
containers, the traffic between the two is scheduled, daily connection.
Another example, Port of Hamburg forming a pair with Port of Oakland, San
Fransisco, traffic between these two is mainly container-based. Port of Oakland is
focusing solely on container traffic, having evolved into one of the most efficient
ports, globally speaking, in terms of container transportation.
4.6.3 Port capacity as Competitivity Advantage
Port capacity is naturally an important factor in terms of evaluating the
competitivity advantage factors. The handling capacity of a port may cause the port
to be completely fall out of the competition, if the capacity does not enable
following generally laid standards for services provided. Capacity related factors are
handling speed of the cargo, storage space provided, traffic arrangements inside the
port area and possibility to handle different cargo units.
Handling speed of the cargo depends essentially on the age of the cranes and other
equipment. Technology and techniques have improved during the years and new
equipment are more efficient than the old ones, as a rule (person 1).
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Storage space provided within the port area and their compatibility affect greatly on
the storage volumes of cargo units and the handling speed of the cargo units. Large
storage space allows big quantities and comfortability in handling the unit.
Traffic arrangements inside the port area are closely linked with the handling speed.
Comfortable routing allows fast movements and efficiency as useless waiting
periods are minimized (person 2).
Possibility to handle different cargo units, or lack of them, are key factors on
choosing the port. Ship does not use a port which cannot provide a proper
possibility to load and unload the cargo (person 1, person 3). Almost all modern
ports offer a possibility to handle all most common cargo units, which means that
the competitivity advantage is achieved through more advanced services provided.
Most relevant of these being the handling speed of different cargo unit types, some
of the ports focus on certain unit types and their handling. In this Study was focused
on the Port of Oakland, which focuses solely on container traffic and on handling of
the containers.
4.6.4 Balance between basic and added value services
A firm can get competitive advantage by performing two types of strategic
activities. It can either make products or services more cheaply or better than its
competitors (Porter, 1998). Porter’s value chain system identifies logistics, inbound
and outbound, being major elements of the value chain and source of competitive
advantage. It is industry based, how important is the role and importance of
logistics. Logistics is more important for companies producing or selling physical
goods, because they demand transportation and warehousing at various stages in
the supply chain, compared pure services companies. It is common that firms using
port operator services are dependent on multi-leg logistics services. In addition,
total logistics costs form a major share of total costs. Competitive advantage is a
result of performance by multiple actors in different stages of the chain.
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In logistics, the source of competitive advantage can be gained from value and costs
advantages (Christopher, 2005). Value advantage consists of tailored services, and
their reliability and responsiveness. Costs advantage is based on capacity utilization,
asset turnover and synchronous supply. In the port operator business area, capacity
utilization is vital for performance as personnel costs are the biggest cost factor of
the firm. Therefore, utilization of workforce demands rigorous planning between
vessel port calls and staffing at the port that a vessel’s stop time would be as short
as possible. Cargo handling is mostly done by machinery, i.e.manual handling’s role
has been diminishing over years. Some activities such as load lashing and securing
still require handwork in the port, however.
Continuous investments for material handling fleet guarentees efficiency in
operations as ports nowadays work 24/7 schedule. New machinery lower the
number of stoppages and repairs. Further, continuous investments makes possible
the use of the latest technology in material handling. Tailoring services to meet
customers’ needs reflects a supplier’s ability to understand customer requirements
and competence to create a solution. Tailored services can be group or particular
customer specific. The group specific services are created to meet one designated
need of a customer group. Tailoring can be done for one customer, if it resolves a
problem or improves a process and beneficial for both. In the port environment,
changes in vessels schedules and cargo into port fluctuate substantially; the port
operator has to adopt flexibility using its resources for managing peak hours.
Synchronization in supply chains realize through sharing information between
supply chain members. IT solutions are enabler of transferring information needed,
like demand/sales information, orders, track and trace data and invoices. Further,
obtaining visibility and transparency, synchronizing necessitates using standards
and common processes in the communication. Advance planning data of customers
creates a base for planning operations, which makes is possible to utilize resources
in an efficient manner. As an outcome, supply chain performance is being enhanced
when capacity utilization grows, errors decrease and reliability increases.
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Competitive advantage can be also defined as a distinction. (Gharajedaghi, 2011) He
pointed out that a firm can lose or decrease its the competitive advantage as time
goes by as copying of the advantage grows, which makes the advantage less unique
and sometimes even obsolete.
Technological development, especially the rapid development of information
technology and communication systems has increased speed and geographical
coverage of possibilities to mimick a product or a process. There are things which
cannot be copied, however. For example, knowledge residing in employees of a firm
is difficult to copy as it is often tacit and will be transferred from one person to
another only by working together and learning from each other.
In port related supply chains, a managing role may vary between customers and
suppliers. Many supply chains are coordinated and managed by customers, which
means that suppliers concentrate on fulfilling its clearly defined activities in the port
environment. These types of set-ups are common in manufacturing industries,
where companies themselves manage a supply chain. If a port operator manages a
supply chain, it’s then a part of the supply chain activities to manage. In port
environment, a supplier led supply chain is not common. In this kind of setting a
company is more or less carrying out its operations as a so-called third party service
provider. Port operators are planning to develop these operations more to be able
to have a more meaningful role in customers’ business in future.
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5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A port operator is part of its customers’ supply chains as a nature of the major
operations; stevedoring, terminals operations and administration. Stevedoring is
the major service needed by shipping lines that a stop at the port stays as short as
possible. Shipping lines expect to have a berth based on their arrival on schedule or
not. Shippers anticipate flexibility of terminal space and operating hours to respond
on demand fluctuation. For every customer, an IT-connection between companies
plays important role. The port operator must have interface to various systems to
been able to receive and deliver information needed in the supply chain.
Looking at the results of the research through empirics and previous scientific
articles, it can be clearly concluded that collaboration and system integrations
achieve a more cost-effective and deeper customer relationship. A close and deep
customer relationship forms a barrier to protect operations, causing it more
challenging for competitors to conquer the market.

5.1

Summary of major findings

Main competition is between sea routes not port operations. Relationship with
stevedore personnel group considerably tensioned/collective agreement of work
conditions prevents development possibilities. Very low level inside port fences
(Union power), only container maintenance. Stevedoring, terminal operation and
information brokering major areas of the business. All offer same basic services –
quality of the services varies.
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5.2

Managerial implications

Who is on a driver’s seat? Port operator in cargo flow point view is first connection
related to sea transportation in export and import countries. Typically, the port
operator focuses on actions in the port area as shippers and logistics service
companies themselves have managed preceding or following actions in the supply
chain. However, the port operator, as being first contact on land side has always
had a coordinating role of the multi-leg shipment. The coordination role can be
extended to cover land side operations. Now, logistics service providers cover this
part of the chain. Continue writing benefits and cooperation possibilities with
logistics service providers.
Continuous disputes between port operators and port workers of working
conditions, wages and interpretation the collective agreement damage reliability in
the eyes of customer group.
The employers and employees must in the future be able to find solution to
continuous strikes which disturb the port and endanger its future. AS per the
interviews, it can be stated that different ports act differently during strike
situations. A port at strike may compromise its customer base, permanently, for the
benefit of other ports which are able to maintain their reliability and functionality,
as a service provider, undisturbed by strikes .
Enabling technology, innovative customized business model and market adopting
strategy to ensure a strong foothold.
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5.3

Theoretical contribution

Who is seated on the driver’s seat, taking the major decisions regarding the service
chain and business at large when there are many decision makers? In this regard
situation has remained unchanged, with many people making decisions it is vital to
maintain mutual trust and sense of responsibility. Having decision making focused
in one place, increased effectiveness and customer benefit would follow .
The main issue remains with profit mechanism, as one leadership would enable also
to take advantage of the mutual effort. Solving the issue however would allow the
whole service chain and business to step up towards new standards.
Looking at the results of the research through empirics and previous scientific
articles, it can be clearly concluded that collaboration and system integrations
achieve a more cost-effective and deeper customer relationship. A close and deep
customer relationship forms a barrier to protect operations, causing it more
challenging for competitors to conquer the market.

5.4

Delimitations and further research suggestions

The Study at hand opened new perspectives on traditional line of business which
still struggles to step up to fully benefit from the digitalisation, in terms of advanced
business model and competitive advantages. The issue alone would serve as a good
basis for research as the increasing volumes of container traffic creates clear need
for future research.
The study clarified the strong role of the union in the functioning of the ports. The
question regarding future forms of cooperation between the two, the operators
and union remains unsolved, yet will outline the future business models when
approached with fresh perspectives.
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ATTACHMENTS:

I
Research questions of the port operators role in Finnish ports
1. Port environment
1.1 In general, what kinds of activities are carried out at the port?
Mitä toimintoja on satamassa?
1.2 What are the activities your company is involved at the port?
Mihin toimintoihin yrityksenne osallistuu satamassa?
1.3. Are in the port other companies offering similar services as your company?
Onko satamassa muita yrityksiä, jotka tarjoavat samanlaisia palveluja kuten
yrityksenne?
1.4 What are the most important improvements/developments within last 5 years?
Mitkä ovat olleet merkittävimmät parannukset/kehitykset viimeisen 5 vuoden
sisällä?
2. Service offering
2.1 Who are your customers?
Ketkä ovat asiakkaitanne?
2.2 How customers are classified to offer and produce services required?
Miten luokittelette asiakkaanne palvelujenne tarjonnassa?
2.3 What kind of services your company does today offer for customers?
Mitä palveluja yrityksenne tarjoaa asiakkaille tänään?
2.4 What kind of services customers have asked but you were not able to deliver?
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Mitä palveluja asiakkaat ovat kysyneet teiltä mutta ette ole pystyneet niitä
tarjoamaan?
2.5 What services your company should develop for meeting customers’ needs?
Mitä palveluja yrityksenne pitäisi kehittää tyydyttääksenne asiakkaiden tarpeet
3. Cooperation
3.1 What suppliers you do work with to create services for customers?
Ketkä ovat yhteistyökumppaninne palvelujen tuottamiseksi asiakkaillenne?
3.2 Who does own a customer?
Kuka omistaa asiakkaan?
3.3 How do you see your role in the supply chain?
Mikä on roolinne toimitusketjussa?
3.4 What will cause interests conflicts in the multi-leg supply chain?
Mikä aiheuttaa intressiristiriitoja moni-legisessä toimitusketjussa?
3.5 How to improve partnership relationship in the supply chain?
Kuinka toimitusketjun yhteistyötä voidaan parantaa?
4. Competitive advantage
4.1 What does distinguish your port of your competitors in Finland?
Mikä erottaa teidät kilpailijoista Suomessa?
4.2 What you do better than your competitors?
Mitkä asiat te teette paremmin kuin kilpailijanne?
4.3 What are the matters mostly hindering you for creating competitive advantage?
Mitkä asiat haittaavat teidän kilpailukyvyn parantamista?
4.4 What are possible elements of future competitive edge?
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Mistä tekijöistä tulevaisuuden kilpailukyky rakentuu?
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II
Research questions of the port operators role in Finnish ports,
customer perspective
1. Port environment
1.1 What are major decisions making elements of selecting ports to call in Finland?
Mitkä tekijät vaikuttavat satamavalintoihinne Suomessa?
1.2 What kind of services your company purchase in the ports?
Mitä palveluja yrityksenne hankkii satamissa?
1.3 What kind of companies companies do offer services for your company in the
ports?
Millaiset yritykset tarjoavat teille palvelujaan satamissa?
1.4 How do you see competition between port operators in the ports?
Millainen on kilpailutilanne satamaoperaattorien välillä käyttämissänne satamissa?
1.5 What are the most important improvements/developments in your perspective
within last 5 years in the ports?
Mitkä ovat olleet kannaltanne merkittävimmät parannukset/kehitykset satamissa
viimeisen 5 vuoden sisällä?
2. Service offering
2.1 What are the most important/critical services to buy for your company in the
ports?
Mitkä ovat teidän tärkeimmät hankkimanne palvelut satamissa?
2.2 What are your criterions of making decisions to buy services in the ports?
Millä perusteilla teette hankintapäätökset ostaaksenne palveluja satamissa?
2.3 What kind of services your company is interested in to buy but those have not
been available?
Mitä palveluja yrityksenne ostaisi satamissa, jos niitä olisi saatavilla?
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2.4 What services should port operators develop to improve your competitiveness
compared to competitors?
Mitä palveluja satamaoperaattorin pitäisi kehittää teidän kilpailukyvyn
parantamiseksi?
3. Cooperation
3.1 How do you see cooperation with port operators?
Millaiseksi koette yhteistyönne satamaoperaattorin kanssa?
3.2 Who does own a customer?
Kuka omistaa asiakkaan?
3.3 How do you see your role in the supply chain?
Mikä on roolinne toimitusketjussa?
3.4 What will cause interests conflicts in the multi-leg supply chain?
Mikä aiheuttaa intressiristiriitoja moniosaisessa toimitusketjussa?
3.5 How to improve partnership in the supply chain?
Kuinka toimitusketjun yhteistyötä voidaan parantaa?
4. Competitive advantage
4.1 What does distinguish your company of your competitors in Finland?
Mikä erottaa teidät kilpailijoistanne Suomessa?
4.2 What you do better than your competitors?
Mitkä asiat te teette paremmin kuin kilpailijanne?
4.3 What matters in the ports are hindering of creating competitive advantage?
Mitkä asiat satamissa haittaavat teidän kilpailukyvyn parantamista?
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4.4 What are elements of future competitive edge?
Mistä tekijöistä satamaoperaattorin tulevaisuuden kilpailukyky rakentuu?
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III
Research questions of the port operators role in Finnish ports,
customer perspective
1.Port environment
1.1 What ports do you use for your export and import in Finland?
Mitä Suomen satamia käytätte viennissä ja tuonnissa?
1.2 What kind of services your company purchase in the ports?
Mitä palveluja yrityksenne hankkii satamissa?
1.3 How do you see competition between port operators in the ports?
Millainen on kilpailutilanne satamaoperaattorien välillä käyttämissänne satamissa?
1.4 What are the most important improvements/developments in your perspective
within last 5 years in the ports?
Mitkä ovat olleet kannaltanne merkittävimmät parannukset/kehitykset satamissa
viimeisen 5 vuoden sisällä?
2. Service offering
2.1 What are the most important/critical services to buy for your company in the
ports?
Mitkä ovat teidän tärkeimmät hankkimanne palvelut satamissa?
2.2 What are your criterions of making decisions to buy services in the ports?
Millä perusteilla teette hankintapäätökset ostaaksenne palveluja satamissa?
2.3 What kind of services your company is interested in to buy but those have not
been available?
Mitä palveluja yrityksenne ostaisi satamissa, jos niitä olisi saatavilla?
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2.4 What services should port operators develop to improve your competitiveness
compared to competitors?
Mitä palveluja satamaoperaattorin pitäisi kehittää teidän kilpailukyvyn
parantamiseksi?
3. Cooperation
3.1 How do you see cooperation with port operators?
Millaiseksi koette yhteistyönne satamaoperaattorin kanssa?
3.2 How do you see your role in the supply chain?
Mikä on roolinne toimitusketjussa?
3.3 What will cause interests conflicts in the multi-leg supply chain?
Mikä aiheuttaa intressiristiriitoja moniosaisessa toimitusketjussa?
3.4 How to improve partnership in the supply chain?
Kuinka toimitusketjun yhteistyötä voidaan parantaa?
4. Competitive advantage
4.1 How does the port operator increase in competitiveness against your
competitors?
Millä tavoin satamaoperaattori lisää kilpailukykyänne verrattuna kilpailijoihin?
4.2 What you do better than your competitors?
Mitkä asiat te teette paremmin kuin kilpailijanne?
4.3 What matters in the ports are hindering of creating competitive advantage?
Mitkä asiat satamissa haittaavat teidän kilpailukyvyn parantamista?
4.4 What are elements of future competitive edge?
Mistä tekijöistä satamaoperaattorin tulevaisuuden kilpailukyky rakentuu?
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IV
Port of Oakland Interview
Research questions In Interview rules
All interview results will be handled as confidential material, used only as an
empirical material in the master’s thesis work and will not be revealed to any party.
In the master’s thesis work, company or individual names will not be used. Format
in the written documentation will be “company A or person c” to protect privacy.
Interviews are recorded with an approval of an interviewee to ensure that the
researcher can afterwards clarify matters needed. Recordings allow a researcher to
fully concentrate on listen to an interviewee and not making notes during an
interview.
Recordings allow a researcher to fully concentrate on listen to an interviewee and
not making notes
Port operator
Target: to clarify port operator’s current role in the context of Finland and possible
development directions in the supply chain of the multi-leg sea transportation.
Additionally, acquire information from other ports in Europe and USA for the
analysis purposes, aiming to find similarities or divergences in the development
direction
Questions;
1.Supply chain in general
a. What kind of supply chains can be distinguished at the port of Oakland? (Shipping
line, logistics service provider, forwarder, customer or something else)(Can you give
an example?)
b. How supply chains have evolved since year 2000? (New players, new concepts,
amount of competitors) i.e. what changes have driven the development?
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c. What kind of services supply chains are offering to their customers, full service or
specialization to one area?
d. What are sources of the competitive advantage in the supply chain?
2. Actors in the supply chain
a. What kind of actors can be distinguished in a supply chain?
b. What kind of services those actors are offering to their customers?
c. How actors are connected each other?
d. How does the cooperation between actors work? (Can you give an example?)
3. Supply chain coordination
a.How to manage a supply chain that a customer will get one stop shopping
b. What kind of coordination mechanisms are needed to manage a supply chain?
c. What kind of roles can be recognized in the supply chain?

4. Port operator lead supply chain
a.What would be natural development paths for a port operator to increase its role
in the supply chain?
b. What kind of benefits a customer could get by a port operator lead supply chain?
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c. What kind of changes is needed that a port operator could increase its role in the
supply chain?
- Port operator
- Business environment

